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~_- _Rec~ent.market a<;!!<>n .• all~eit~ that.it took pla.ce on.lightyolume, has been admittedly.im-
pressive. As our readers are aware. ~e have bee~-opJating~ on the the;;Y that-'one f;;tlter -ex;-~~ -~-: ; ... 
sion of the intermediate-term downswing from the July highs was a possibility, although we have 
noted that we did not expect-prices to move all that much lower. Continuation of the recent 
strength, if it occurs, may require revision of that forecast. 

The recent behaVior of the market has, indeed, been that which one would expect in a 
period of reaccumulation. The recent rally high has just about equalled the highs of late July and 
early August, just under the 840 level on the Dow, and recent trading has featured wide swings 
back and forth between 820 and 840, also what One would expect if reaccumulation were taking 
place. Leadership, moreover, ha s come from a logical area, the cyclica I, heavy-industry stocks 
whose long-term patterns are conducive to an advance. A continuation of this sort of action fol
lowed by a decisive breakout above the 840 level would tend to suggest another attack on last 
summer's highs, at which pOint we would be facing another fairly crucial juncture. 

None of this, however, has yet taken place, and there is another factor, admittedly not 
conclusive, arguing in favor of lower prices. We stumbled on that factor purely by chance. As 
our readers know, we have studied extensively the phenomenon of the year-end rally and have 
convinced ourselves that the tendency in favor of such a rally is statistically significant. In re
cent years we have extended this study of seasonal patterns to one of Wall Street's favorite 

_ ~myths ,~the.so=called,summer.rally ,~.and~,_iLwl11.b~~r-,"y~all~ L.ha\le~expr_el'.s,§!cI.certa in doubts. as. to ~ 
whether a rally in July and August constitutes a real seaso~al ~paitern.~ ~it is int~eresting to~ note, - - -
incidentally, that the summer rally proved to be a myth this year. Although August was marginally 
an up month, the Dow closed sharply lower in July, and, over the two-month period, declined 
from 878.99 to 835.34. 

In any case a b{-product of the summer-rally studies was the discovery of still another 
seasonal pattern which we found to be significant --- the tendency toward a decline in the month 
of September. In the 49 years beginning with September, 1926 through 1974, the Dow advanced 
21 times in September and declined 28 times, and the 49 years have shown an average percentage 
decline on the month of 1.36%-, September being the only month which shows an average decline 
of greater than 1%. Now, the reader may well ask whether this has any real meaning at all. The 
answer is that it very possibly does. Of the 588 months in the 49-year period, 338 showed ad
vances and 250 showed declines. Standard statistical tests can be applied to give us the prob
ability of finding, a group of 21 advances and 28 declines in such a population on a purely random 
basis. The chance of doing so is well under 5%, thus suggesting that there may well be, indeed, 
some validity to the September phenomenon. 

If we examine the September record more closely, it is rather interesting. The month ha s 
produced declines of 30% and 13% back in the 1930's, and the biggest advance it has ever pro-

",..-duced~is-13·%,--:also in the,1930's. ~In the postwaL-period,.,the largest advance has,been 6. 71% ~ .. ~ 
in 1973, and the largest decline just last year, one of 10.42%. It is also interesting to separate 
the 49 Septembers into periods identifiable by hindsight as bull and bear markets. 33 Septembers 
have fallen withm bull-market periods, and, although, by defmition, m such a period there is a 
strong tendency for the market to be up, the score is just about even, with 18 advances and 15 
declines. In the 16 years identifiable as bear-market years, there have been only three advancing 
Septembers and 13 declines. 

As we noted above, there is always some chance that a record like the foregoing is a 
purely random phenomenon. Nonetheless, we think the pattern interesting. 
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